New Celebrity Couple: Charlie
Puth Confirms He’s Dating
Charlotte
Lawrence
on
Valentine’s Day

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity dating and celebrity relationship
news, Charlie Puth has confirmed he’s dating Charlotte
Lawrence, according to EOnline.com.
Puth posted a blurry
photo of himself and Lawrence on Instagram with his arm
wrapped around her, where he wrote, “Happy valentine’s day”.
Earlier this month, Puth and Lawrence sparked speculation that
they might be dating when they attended New York Fashion Week
together. Lawrence, an up and coming singer who appears to

enjoy music just as much as Puth, has been a part of
the Reckless tour.

In celebrity couple news
Day of Love, Charlie Puth
woman on his arm. How do
when to put a label
relationship?
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has a new
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Cupid’s Advice:
New relationships are fun and exciting, but how do you know
when you’re ready to put a label on it? Cupid has some tips:
1. You start ignoring the dating apps: You might still be
exploring your options before you decide you want a
relationship with your new person, and that’s perfectly okay.
If you start going to the apps or sites less because it seems
exhausting, then you might have found your person.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Elizabeth Banks Says She Husband
Max Handelman Work Well Together
2. You consider them in your decision making: You may be ready
for the next step if you’re going on a mini vacay and want to
invite your new beau. And, it doesn’t have to be for the big
stuff. Picking up a coffee for them before you stop by for a
quick visit can be another sign you’re ready to be exclusive.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blac Chyna Slams Exes Rob
Kardashian & Tyga Over Child Support
3. The idea of commitment no longer scares you: Being mutually
exclusive to someone can be pretty scary, but when you’ve
found the right person, you’ll find that it doesn’t bother you
anymore. You can trust them and can’t wait to tell your

friends and family about the new partner in your life.
Becoming exclusive can be a big relationship milestone. What
are some other ways you can know you’re ready to be mutual
with your partner? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Are Khloe
Kardashian & Tristan Thompson
Still Together?

By Lauren Burczyk

In celebrity news, celebrity couple Khloe Kardashian and
Tristan Thompson are keeping their relationship under wraps.
According to EOnline.com, despite rumors swirling online about
the couple splitting up, the reality TV star says “she feels
very fulfilled” when asked about her relationship with
Thompson. They are still together, though Thompson is on the
road and in Cleveland most of the time, and Kardashian is at
home in L.A. Kardashian, 34, has been keeping things low-key
on Instagram in recent weeks, which may be what’s starting the
rumors. A sources tells EOnline.com, the TV personality has
been consumed with her daughter, True, who is 10 months old,
and she is head over heels.

In celebrity news, speculation
continues about Khloe and Tristan’s
relationship status. What are some
ways to start the “What are we?”
conversation with your partner.
Cupid’s Advice:
Most of us dread the thought of having to bring up the “What
are we?” conversation with someone we’ve been dating. Here are
some ways to start the feared conversation:
1. Look for signs that your partner is ready for the
talk: Look for actions rather than words when deciding if your
partner is ready to DTR. If regular plans are being made and
you’re being introduced to people important to your partner,
then chances are it’s time for the talk.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Kim Kardashian Calls Khloe
Kardashian an “Idiot”
2. Make sure that the conversation takes place in person: It

may be tempting to have difficult conversations over the
phone, but make sure you talk about this face-to-face. If you
want this to become a serious relationship, then maturely talk
about it in person.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Khloe Kardashian & Tristan
Thompson Are ‘Actively Trying’ for Baby No. 2
3. Make sure it’s romantic: When you’ve picked out the perfect
time and place for your talk, make sure it’s romantic. Sit
next to your partner, rather than facing them, this will make
you both feel more comfortable.
What are some other ways to start the “What are we?”
conversation? Comment below.

Celebrity News: Elizabeth
Banks Says She & Husband Max
Handelman Work Well Together

By Mara Miller
In

the

latest

celebrity

news,

Elizabeth

Banks

told UsMagazine.com that she works well with husband Max
Handelmen. Banks and Handelman are business partners for their
production company, Brownstone Productions, and have been
married for 15 years. They met at The University of
Pennsylvania when they were still in college. Banks doesn’t
know where she would be today without him.
The two have
teamed up to produce a new show, Shrill, starring Aidy Bryant.
The show will air on Hulu on March 15.

In celebrity news, Elizabeth Banks
and her husband work together. What
are some factors to consider before
working with your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are a lot of factors to consider before you start

working with your partner, but it can be well worth it in the
long run! Cupid has a few:
1. Make date nights a priority: Will you be able to maintain
date nights if you both work together? It’s a proven fact:
couples who date stay together. In order to do that, you need
to put aside your professional lives at home and vice versa.
If neither one of you will be able to do this, working with
your partner might not be a good idea.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Anne Hathaway Shares Past
Insecurities
2. Know each other’s work styles: Are you a night owl while
they’re an early morning bird? It’s best to know how you both
prefer to work before you start working with your partner so
you don’t get annoyed with each other. Understanding each
other can ward off a big fight later.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brat Pitt Attends Ex Jennifer
Aniston’s Birthday Party
3. Give each other space: If you’re going to work with your
partner, there will be times that you both need space.
Consider giving each other a separate office and taking
separate breaks at work will help things from getting tense at
home and at the workplace. Being with each other 24/7 will
drive both of you batty otherwise.
What are some other factors you might consider before working
with your partner? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity Couple: ‘BIP’ Star
Taylor Nolan Praises New
Boyfriend

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity couple news, Bachelor In Paradise alum
Taylor Nolan praised new boyfriend Frazer Nagy. Nolan became
excited about making her relationship with Nagy Instagram
official. She told UsMagazine.com.com, “My whole world is very
different from his, so that was something I was unsure of, how
that would work out. But he’s incredibly supportive and
doesn’t make it weird at all and understands [the Bachelor
Nation publicity] is just a part of my life.” While the couple
doesn’t watch The Bachelor during celebrity date nights, but

they have had some awesome hangouts with Nolan’s former costar
Vanessa Grimaldi and her new beau Josh Wolfe. It’s great to
see that Nolan has a supportive boyfriend!

Bachelor In Paradise‘s Taylor Nolan
has moved on, and the grass is
greener. What are some ways to be
emotionally supportive of your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s so sweet that Taylor Nolan has a new beau who supports
her. Here are a few ways you can support your partner:
1. Be supportive: Stress can make us want to give up a lot. It
helps to have someone who is a constant cheerleader to help
you get through the tough times. So whether your partner is
still in college working on a masters program or in an
internship that might open doors for their dream job, make
sure they know you’ll be supportive the whole time, even when
they are super stressed out.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Kylie Jenner Travis Scott Pack
on PDA at Grammys
2. Be quiet and listen: We
romance, so just listening to
vent can be super helpful. You
can talk to you openly about
your full attention. This will
stronger, but will teach you
other effectively.

can’t all have a fairy tale
your partner when they need to
want to let them know that they
anything and that they’ll have
not only make your relationship
both to communicate with each

Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Sarah Hyland & Wells Adams Get

Cozy on Super Bowl Date Night
3. Remind
love them
help lift
hug them,

them you love them: Reminding your partner that you
lets them know that you’re ready to listen. It can
their spirits if they’ve been having a bad day. So
give them a smooch, and ask how you can help.

Being supportive of your partner can help make you both a
stronger couple. What are some ways you’re supportive of your
partner? Share in the comments below!

Celebrity
Couple:
Kylie
Jenner & Travis Scott Pack on
PDA at Grammys

By Mara Miller
In

the

latest

celebrity

couple

news,

according

to UsMagazine.com, Kylie Jenner and Scott Travis had no issues
with showing affection for each other at the 61st annual
Grammy Awards last Sunday. They smooched on the red carpet and
wrapped their arms around each other for a photo. How sweet!

This celebrity couple isn’t shy
about showing their affection for
one another. How do you communicate
your preferred level of affection
to your partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Showing public displays of affection to your sweetie is fine
but be sure not to take it too over the top! Here are some
ways you can communicate to your partner about the level of

affection you’re comfortable with in public:
1. Email or text: You can send each other an email or text to
open up a conversation about how comfortable you both are with
holding hands or kissing in public. There are people who
aren’t going to approve of you and your honey holding hands or
kissing, so talk about how you would handle it.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kendall Jenner Spotted
‘All Over’ Ben Simmons at Dinner with Sisters
2. Hand holding: Holding your partner’s hand in public is a
good way to test the waters when it comes to showing affection
to each other once you’ve had a conversation about it. Does he
draw back when you try to hold his hand? Or, does it embrace
it fully?
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Sarah Hyland & Adam Wells Get
Cozy on Super Bowl Date Night
3. Kiss on the cheek: A kiss on the cheek is a sweet way to
show affection that won’t draw much attention to each other
once you become more comfortable. Or, depending on the mood
you’re in, a sweet peck on the mouth or forehead aren’t too
outlandish. That being said, make sure you’re aware of you
partner’s reaction to both in order to gauge where his or her
comfort level lies.
How are some ways you communicate public displays of affection
with your partner? Share your thoughts below.

Celebrity
Couple
News:
Kendall Jenner Spotted ‘All
Over’ Ben Simmons at Dinner
with Sisters

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, on a girls’ night out with her sisters,
Kendall Jenner was reportedly all over Ben Simmons. Kim, 38,
and Kourtney, 39, met their friend, La La Anthony, at Cipriani
in New York City on Thursday, February 7th. According to
UsMagazine.com, an eyewitness said that Jenner, 23, could be
seen sitting right in the window with her hands all over
Simmons, 22. The celebrity couple have been spending more time
together recently. The Victoria’s Secret runway model sat

court-side, with Simmons’ mom, for one of his home games in
January. Later that month, Jenner was spotted cheering him on
again in Los Angeles.

In celebrity couple news, Kendall
Jenner and Ben Simmons are seeming
closer than ever. What are some
ways to show your love for your
partner in public?
Cupid’s Advice:
There are so many ways to show your partner how you feel about
them. Displaying your affection in public can be a great way
to let your partner know just how much you care. Here are some
ways to show your love for your partner in public:
1. Remember to flirt: If you don’t regularly flirt with your
partner, there’s no better time to start than now. Being
flirtatious with your partner, in public, is not only fun, but
it will allow you to have a more fulfilling relationship
together.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Simmons Leaves Flirty
Comment on Kendall Jenner’s Instagram Pic
2. Grab their hand: Holding hands is a traditional yet
effective version of PDA. It’s a subtle way to show your
affection toward your partner without being too intimate.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kourtney Kardashian Spotted Out
with Luka Sabbat
3. Share your food on a date: Don’t wait for your partner to
ask for a bite of your dessert, share it with them! Offering
your partner some of your delicious treat is a sweet way to

show them just how much you care.
Can you think of any other ways to show your love for your
partner in public? Comment below.

Celebrity
Couple:
Sarah
Hyland & Wells Adams Get Cozy
on Super Bowl Date Night

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity couple news, Sarah Hyland and Wells

Adams got cozy together at the DIRECTV Super Saturday
Night 2019 Super Bowl party, according to EOnline.com. They
mingled with other celebs like Zachary Levi and posed for
adorable photos together. Even if you aren’t a huge football
fan, it’s hard to ignore how cute these two were together on
their celebrity date night.

In celebrity couple news, Sarah
Hyland and boyfriend Wells Adams
took their love to the Super Bowl.
What are some ways establishing
date nights can improve your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Date nights are a ton of fun, but they can also help you build
a relationship that will stick:
1. It creates an opportunity to communicate: Communication is
the key to a strong, healthy relationship if you’re looking to
build something that is long-lasting.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: ‘Bachelor”
Bristowe & Jason Tartick Announce Relationship

Kaitlyn

2. Date nights are fun: Establishing date nights can help you
both blow off steam after a rough week. So, get a couple
tickets to a movie, get some popcorn, and cuddle up together!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Emma Stone & Dave McCarry
Giggle Together at Sag Awards
3. It strengthens your commitment: Deciding on when and where
you have your date nights, and how frequently, ensures that

you will spend time together if you haven’t made the big
decision to live with each other yet. Couples who date are
more committed to each other than couples who don’t bother to
put in the effort.
What are some ways you think establishing date nights will
help improve your relationship? Let us know in the comments
below!

Celebrity
Couple
News:
Jennifer Lopez Posts Sweet
Message for A-Rod on Second
Anniversary

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, celebrity couple Jennifer Lopez and Alex
Rodriguez celebrate their second anniversary together.
According to UsMagazine.com, Lopez posted a sweet note for her
boyfriend on the special day. The Second Act actress, 49,
captioned a series of photos of the two on Instagram on
Sunday, February 3rd, saying, “two years of adventure… of
excitement growing and learning… of true friendship… and so
much love!!” A source told UsMagazine.com in December that an
engagement is definitely on the horizon for the couple. They
added, “Alex is obsessed with Jen and spends as much time as
he can with her.

This celebrity couple news has us
awww’ing. What are some ways to
make your partner feel special on
your anniversary?

Cupid’s Advice:
An anniversary is the perfect time for you to do something
sweet for your partner. Here are some ways to make your
partner feel special on your anniversary:
1. Send sweet text messages: A simple way to make your partner
feel special on your anniversary is to send them sweet text
messages throughout the day. Send them messages that
communicate love and flirt with them occasionally during the
day.
Related Link: Celebrity Engagement? Jennifer Lopez Flashes
Diamond Ring at Game 2 of World Series With A-Rod
2. Plan a romantic getaway: A great way to make your partner
feel special on your anniversary is to arrange for a romantic
getaway. Take your partner somewhere remote where you can both
focus on each other and nothing else. To make it even more
special, clear their calendar, pack their bags, and have it be
a surprise.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Jennifer Lopez Gushes
Over Alex Rodriguez
3. Give your partner a break: A really nice way to make your
partner feel special on your anniversary is to give them a
much needed break. Whether your partner is a stay at home
parent and needs a day to themselves or just wants one morning
to sleep in, do something extra special for them, and give
them a bit of a hiatus for the day.
Can you think of some other ways to make your partner feel
special on your anniversary? Comment below.

Celebrity
Parenting:
Tom
Brady ‘Can’t Wait’ to Spend
Time with Wife Gisele and
Kids After Super Bowl 2019
Win

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity parenting news, Tom Brady can’t wait to spend
time with his wife Gisele, 38 and their children, following
his sixth Super Bowl win. According to People.com, Brady gave
a sweet shout-out to his wife and kids after leading the New
England Patriots to win Super Bowl LIII on Sunday, February
3rd. The Patriots’ quarterback, 41, told a CBS reporter,

during a post game interview, “I can’t wait to just spend some
time with my family, my kids, and my wife,” adding “I couldn’t
do it without their support.” The famous couple tied the knot
in February 2009. They share two children together, Benjamin,
9, and Vivian, 6.

In celebrity parenting news, Tom
Brady finally has time to spend
with his kids post Super Bowl
victory. What are some ways to
balance your career and family
life?
Cupid’s Advice:
As parents, we all know how difficult it can be to find the
perfect work-life balance. Here are some ways to balance your
career and family life:
1. Manage your time efficiently: To create and maintain a
work-life balance, you have to schedule your day ahead of
time. Planning ahead and focusing on the most important tasks
first, will give you enough time to spend with your family
later on in the day.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Tom Brady & Gisele Bundchen
Kiss in Costa Rica After Super Bowl Loss
2. Realize that it’s okay to say no: To excel in your career,
you have to be committed to your work, but keep in mind that
you have to learn to set your limits and say no once in
awhile. To find the perfect work-life balance, you have to
remember that you can’t always say yes to additional tasks,
especially if they’re tedious and cutting into the time you

need to spend with your family.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Gisele Bundchen Opens Up About
When She Learned Tom Brady Was Expecting With His Ex
3. Ask for some help: It you’re swamped at work, and the only
way to find a work-life balance is to ask for some help from a
coworker, then don’t be afraid to do so. Save yourself some
frustration and just be honest with your boss, let them know
how much spending time with your family means to you, so they
can assist you in finding a way to balance your career and
family life.
Can you think of some other ways to balance your career and
family life? Comment below.

New
Celebrity
Couple:
‘Bachelor’ Kaitlyn Bristowe &
Jason
Tartick
Announce
Relationship

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity couple news according to EOnline.com,
Bachelor Nation couple Kaitlyn Bristowe and Jason Tartick have
confirmed their relationship. Bristowe joked, “I mean I was
gonna use my podcast to break the news, but I guess
the Today show beat me to it.” What a way to have your new
relationship announced!

In celebrity couple news, there’s a
new Bachelor couple lighting up the
gossip columns! What are some ways
to announce your relationship to
family and friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being in a new relationship is a fun and exciting time,
although you might not want it announced on The Today Show.

Here are a few ways you can announce your new status to family
and friends:
1. Through a phone call: Texting can be easy, but we so rarely
think to make an announcement by calling our family or
friends. Make a few phone calls to the people you care about
most to let them know you’re dating someone!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Royal Celebrity Couples Face
Online Bullying
2. A dinner: If your new partner is ready to meet your family
and friends, get everyone together at your favorite
restaurant to share your good news.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Bachelor Contestant Caelynn
Miller-Keyes Talks Sexual Abuse
3. On social media: Becoming “Facebook” or “Instagram”
Official is one of the most popular ways to announce you are
now dating someone. Take a cute photo together, and let
everyone know you’re taken! But, wait a while to announce it —
some studies show that couples who wait at least three months
to announce their relationship online have a better chance of
staying together.
What are some other ways you can announce your relationship?
Share your ideas below.

Celebrity News: Anne Hathaway
Shares Past Insecurities

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, Anne Hathaway opens up about her past
insecurities, but claims she’s an entirely different person
now. Hathaway, 36, who has starred in movies for nearly 20
years, admits that her time in the spotlight hasn’t always
been glamorous. According to People.com, during a celebrity
interview excerpted from the latest installment from The Jess
Cagle Interview, Hathaway said “I did everything wrong for so
long,” and added that even though her career was flourishing,
she suffered from “feelings of inadequacy, insecurity, and
nervousness and anxiety.”

This
celebrity
news
celebrities
have
the

shows
same

insecurities we do. Like Anne
Hathaway, what are some ways we can
conquer these demons?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether we like to believe it or not, celebrities can face
some of the same feelings of insecurity as we do. We have some
advice on ways to conquer these all-too-common feelings:
1. Try not to always blame yourself: If you’re having a severe
case of the Monday’s and can’t seem to accomplish anything at
work, think of other reasons that may be affecting your
productivity. Instead of blaming it on your inadequacies,
decide if it could’ve been a poor night’s rest causing this or
a busy weekend that drained your energy levels.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Emily Blunt & John Krasinski
Were Warned About Working Together
2. Accurately identify your insecurities: To overcome your
insecurities, it’s important to correctly identify what brings
on your low self-esteem. Ask yourself a question such as,
“What worries or fears are making me feel insecure?”
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Emma Stone & Dave McCarry
Giggle Together at SAG Awards
3. Reflect on your achievements: Taking the time to look back
on everything you’ve accomplished can help to build your
confidence levels. Considering the challenges you were faced
with and how you’ve successfully overcome them is an important
step to letting go of your insecurities.
Can you think of any other ways to overcome insecurities?
Comment below.

Celebrity
Couple:
Royal
Celebrity Couples Face Online
Bullying

by Mara Miller
Kensington Palace is worried about online bullying against the
royal celebrity couples, Kate Middleton and Prince William,
and Meghan Markle and Prince Harry. In the latest celebrity
news, according to People.com. Kensington Palace staff have
spent countless hours monitoring negative comments aimed
toward the royal sisters-in-law. These comments often try to
pit Duchesses Middleton and Markle against each other, with

fans of both taking sides and arguing among themselves. In
some rare cases, there have even been serious threats of harm.
The cyber bullying isn’t just toward both women: Kate and
Meghan fans often turn against, and threaten, each other.

The Royal Celebrity Couples are
facing terrible comments on social
media and, in response, Kensington
Palace is making a peace movement.
What are ways can adults cultivate
a positive experience online?
Cupid’s Advice:
Kensington Palace has been locking down the comments on social
media about the royal family. While it might be easy to act
thoughtlessly online without caring about another person’s
feelings, bullying has serious emotional repercussions that
have, in some cases, led to suicide when an online social
interaction is not as easily monitored. We should all strive
for a positive online experience. Here are some ways to
achieve it.
1. Remember the Golden Rule: Remember the saying, “If you
can’t say anything nice, don’t say anything at all?” Apply
this logic to any future comments you might make online in a
public forum. Realize the comments you are making are about
real people, too. It’s easy to get into shipping wars when we
adore our royalty and our celebrities, but they have feelings
and busy lives just like we do. Would you want to hurt your
favorite celebrity because you’ve said something terrible
about one of their family members when they’re trying to work
out their personal differences?
Related Link: Celebrity Babies: Duchess Kate Middleton Talks

about the Difficulties of Being a Mom
2. Report Threatening Behavior: If you’re on a forum like
Facebook or Twitter, you can report any threats toward someone
who is getting bullied. Often, there is the option to block a
specific user. Never make any threats yourself. While there
are no exact laws against cyber bullying, it is still a form
of harassment and there can be legal ramifications if you’re
caught.
Related Link: Royal Celebrity News: Prince Harry Feels
‘Responsible’ For Meghan Markle ‘Being So Miserable’
3. Just Walk Away: The best thing to do is ignore it, even
when you might really want to make that comment to try to make
an internet troll go away. Bullying can take away the
enjoyment of the video or article you’re trying to read and
put you in a horrible mood when you could have just ignored
someone else’s childish behavior.
What are some other ways that adults can cultivate a positive
online experience?

Celebrity Couple: Emma Stone
&
Dave
McCarry
Giggle
Together at SAG Awards

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, celebrity couple Emma Stone and Dave
McCarry giggle together during a rare public date night. The
couple was seen together on Sunday at the 2019 SAG Awards,
being very giddy. According to UsMagazine.com, this isn’t the
first time the couple has made a rare public appearance
together to an awards show. Earlier this month, the couple
enjoyed a night out at FOX’s Golden Globe afterparty, where
they were seen being very affectionate toward one another.

The elusive celebrity couple Emma
Stone & Dave McCarry are not often
seen in public together. What are
some ways you and your love can
prevent public expectations from
influencing your relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:
It’s important to not let others influence your ideal
relationship. While public expectations may be tough to
overcome, there are some ways to help prevent them from
influencing how you and your partner carry on your love for
one another:
1. Forget about public expectations altogether: It seems much
easier than it actually is, but it’s important to forget about
what others expect of you. When we let go of all public
expectations, we tend to enjoy our partners even more.
Related Link: Emma Stone Is Caught Carrying Andrew GarfieldLabeled Bag Post Celebrity Break-Up
2. Put your relationship first: Instead of worrying about
having to impress other people, just focus on yourselves.
There’s nothing saying that the two of you have to enjoy the
same public events as other couples, so just participate in
whatever makes the two of you happy.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Chris Pratt and Katherine
Schwarzenegger Move In Together!
3. Don’t let other people complicate your relationship: If
going out with other couples always ends in a disaster, then
it’s best to spend time by yourselves. While your friends may
expect you to go on group dates, it’s better that you keep
your relationship strong and stay away from all of the drama.
Can you think of more ways to prevent public expectations
from influencing your relationship? Comment below.

Celebrity Couple: Emily Blunt
& John Krasinski Were Warned
About Working Together

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, celebrity couple Emily Blunt and John
Krasinski were warned about working together on the set of A
Quiet Place. Despite being told that she would end up being
divorced by the time filming was over, Blunt claims that
working together on set has brought her and Krasinski even
closer. On Sunday, Blunt took home a SAG Award for her part in
A Quiet Place, winning best supporting actress at the 25th
Annual SAG Awards. According to People.com, Blunt, 35, told
reporters in the SAG press room after her win, that “we had
never done it before and it is kind of the great unknown.”

Celebrity couple Emily Blunt & John
Krasinski were warned that working
together
would
damage
their
relationship. What are some ways to
separate work and love with your
S.O.?
Cupid’s Advice:
Working with your partner may seem like a wonderful idea, but
there can be some drawbacks. There are some adjustments that
have to be made when intending to spend your working hours and
your downtime with your S.O. To avoid putting your
relationship in jeopardy, we have some ways to know your
boundaries when working with your partner:
1. Maintain your privacy: Every relationship needs to have
some space to survive, this is especially true while working
with your significant other. Give each other enough time to
respond to emails, make phone calls, and complete projects
without shadowing each other throughout the entire day.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Victoria Beckham & David
Beckham ‘Very Touchy’ Before 20th Anniversary
2. Don’t bring your work home: Separating your work life from
your home life is the key to any healthy relationship. While
working with your partner, setting boundaries between work and
non-work is crucial.
Related Link: Celebrity News: John Krasinski Says Emily Blunt
‘Hates’ His New Muscles
3. Make date night a priority: It’s easy to mistake your
significant other as a colleague instead of a lover while

working together. It’s important to maintain that loving
relationship by setting aside time during the week to rekindle
your romance.
Can you think of some other ways to separate work and love
with your S.O.? Comment below.

Celebrity Couple: Victoria
Beckham & David Beckham ‘Very
Touchy’
Before
20th
Anniversary

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, celebrity couple Victoria Beckham and David
Beckham were seen being very touchy and flirty with one
another while celebrating at an event this week. According to
People.com, David Beckham showed his support for his wife by
attending an event dedicated to honoring the launch of her
Reebok x Victoria Beckham collection. The celebrity couple
will be celebrating their 20th wedding anniversary this
summer. David Beckham had previously opened up about why being
married for so long can be challenging. In an interview on the
Australian TV show The Sunday Project, he said “to have been
married for the amount of time that we have, it’s always hard
work.”

The Beckhams have an admirably long
marriage for a celebrity couple.
What are some tips to having such a

successful relationship as them?
Cupid’s Advice:
Keeping a marriage fresh and healthy for a long period of time
is usually not as effortless as it may seem. Just like
anything else, marriages take hard work to stay strong and
remain successful. Here are some tips on how to keep a
powerful, lasting marriage:
1. Remind your partner that you appreciate them: The honeymoon
phase doesn’t last forever. If you and your partner have
started to be less affectionate toward each other, it’s
important to always remind them that you appreciate them.
Related Link: Celebrity Dating: Chrissy Teigen Questions
Modern Dating
2. Watch what you say to your partner: Being with someone for
so long, you can easily start to let things slip that may be
hurtful. You may be so comfortable with your partner that you
mistakenly tell them that you find your new neighbor
attractive. This comment can offend your partner, so just be
mindful of what you say.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Chris Pratt and Katherine
Schwarzenegger Move In Together!
3. Try to prevent arguments: If you know that your partner’s
biggest pet peeve is when you forget to rinse your dish after
dinner, then don’t forget to do it! The small arguments can
lead into big ones, so preventing them from happening
altogether is your best option.
Can you think of any other tips for a successful relationship?
Comment below.

Celebrity Dating:
Teigen
Questions
Dating

Chrissy
Modern

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity dating and celebrity news according to
EOnline.com, Chrissy Teigan questions modern dating. Teigan
and her husband, John Legend, have been together for twelve
years and married for five. They have two children, Luna and
Miles. Teigan questioned modern dating on Twitter on Sunday,
saying, “I haven’t dated for a long, long time but are guys
really pulling the ‘let’s be exclusive’ thing six months into

dating like what, I have been exclusive what the f–k have you
been”. Chrissy is right–modern dating can be a mess.

Chrissy Teigen’s questions about
modern celebrity dating are way too
relatable. What are some old-school
tips we should adopt in today’s
dating game?
Cupid’s Advice:
Though online dating platforms are the newest way to meet
someone, old-fashioned dating still has its merits. Here are a
few old-school tips:
1. Get off the phone: We carry mini-computers around with us,
allowing constant access to the outside world. Old-fashioned
dating meant actually spending time with your date to try to
get to know them and giving your date time to get to know you
if you’re genuinely interested in a relationship. Try leaving
the phone in your purse or back pocket on vibrate to give your
date your sole attention.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Chris Pratt and Katherine
Schwarzenegger Move In Together!
2. Take Things Slower: While waiting for marriage to be
intimate might seem too old fashioned, taking things slow
while you’re dating has its benefits. Keep in mind that there
is nothing wrong with jumping into bed together on the first
date, but if you’re serious about the person you want to date,
waiting and taking things a tad slower will allow both of you
to decide if pursuing the relationship is plausible or a total
disaster.

Related Link: Celebrity Couple: Joe Alwyn Clears Up Rumors
About Dating Taylor Swift
3. Find someone you can dance with: While this might seem like
something your grandmother would say, couples who can dance
and have fun together are more likely to have a successful
relationship. And no, this doesn’t mean a bump and grind in a
club. Think head resting on shoulder, holding hands, swaying
together kind of dancing.
What are some old-fashioned dating tips you suggest?

Celebrity Couple: Chris Pratt
and Katherine Schwarzenegger
Move In Together!

By Mara Miller
According

to

People.com,

in

the

latest

celebrity

news celebrity couple, Chris Pratt and Katherine
Schwarzenegger recently moved in together. Pratt helped his
fiancée move out of her home in Santa Monica, California on
Friday. He excitedly captioned a short video on Instagram, “I
love moving,” showing off his new Chevy Silverado, a trash
bag, and a cardboard box full of belongings. Moving in
together can be lots of fun when you’re ready like these two
are!

Though
it
hasn’t
been
long,
celebrity couple Chris Pratt and
Katherine Schwarzenegger are moving
in together! How do you know when
you are ready to take that step?
Cupid’s Advice:

Moving in together can be a mix of amazing, frustrating,
exhausting, and exciting emotions, not to mention
expensive, even if you’re just moving an hour and a half away
from the city to the countryside. How do you know when you’re
ready?
1. Review your expenses, and then decide how you’ll break
things up: Are you going to split the bills even, or share
them? Consider if you’re ready to share the cost for food and
gas, and if you’re renting and the utilities aren’t included,
the water and the electric. This can be easily done by
creating a budget for your potential new household.
Related Link: Celebrity News: How Chris Pratt told Anna Faris
About His Engagement
2. You’re willing to make a couple sacrifices: 3 AM dance
sessions and binge-watching your favorite television show
might have to be put on hold while your partner sleeps. You’ll
need to take time to do chores, and these will go quicker,
like helping your partner wash the dishes or walk the dog
together. You might also have to put down the social media to
spend more time together. If you can see yourself making tiny
sacrifices like this, then you both might be ready to live
together.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Chris Pratt & Katherine
Schwarzenegger Are Engaged!
3. You trust they will be great with your pets or children:
While this might not be a factor for everyone, it’s still an
important factor to consider. If you are with someone who
doesn’t like children or animals, and you adore both your
toddler and your pet rabbit and they want nothing to do with
either, then you might need to re-evaluate your relationship.
Trust in this situation is key because you don’t want your
human babies or fur babies to get hurt.
What are some ways you know when you’re ready to move in

together?

Celebrity Couple: Joe Alwyn
Clears Up Rumors About Dating
Taylor Swift

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, celebrity couple Joe Alwyn
and Taylor Swift clear up some rumors about their

relationship. According to EOnline.com, the couple has been
spotted in public together on several occasions recently,
including The Golden Globes. They also attended several
parties together after the event. Alwyn said about his
relationship with Swift, “I don’t think anyone you meet on the
streets would just spill their guts out to you, therefore why
should I? I think it’s normal.” Alwyn is absolutely right. He
and Swift deserve their privacy, no matter how much we may
crave every single juicy detail.

Celebrity Couple Taylor Swift and
Joe Alwyn are elegant in the face
of rumors. What are some ways you
and your partner can approach
rumors?
Cupid’s Advice:
Rumors

can

have

some

serious

ramifications

for

your

relationship, depending on the nature of the gossip. What
should you do when the rumors are flying about you and your
partner?
1. Always speak to your partner first: Together you can
discuss how you would like to tackle the situation. Should you
ignore it, or say something?
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Joe Alwyn says, ‘I Know
What I Feel’ About Girlfriend Taylor Swift
2.
Don’t do anything to aggravate the situation:
Misunderstandings are bound to happen amongst family and
friends when a new relationship starts. Maybe you’re so
wrapped up in your bubble of love, it’s hard to fathom sharing
any details yet. As a result, the gossip has started flying!

You don’t need to tell people anything you don’t want to about
your relationship. Either address it or let people cook in
their assumptions. Leave a little mystery to your love life!
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Bachelor Alum Arie Luyendyk &
Lauren Burnham Talk Wedding & Baby!
3. Be honest with anyone important who might have heard the
rumor: If it’s Joe Shmoe in the work office who only started a
week before, then it’s none of his business. But if you and
your partner’s family and friends hear about the rumor, they
may get worried something else more serious may be going on.
It’s okay to clear the air with them because immediate family
and close friends will be there to support you and your
partner later.
What else do you suggest doing if you and your partner face
rumors?

Celebrity
Couple:
Kim
Kardashian
Calls
Khloe
Kardashian an “Idiot” for
Staying with Her BF

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news according to US Weekly, Kim
Kardashian insulted celebrity couple Khloe Kardashian and NBA
Pro Tristan Thompson by implying her sister is an idiot. The
snide comment was made because Khloe Kardashian did not call
off her relationship with Thompson after he cheated during
Kardashian’s pregnancy. Kourtney Kardashian, however, stuck by
her sister’s side, saying, “It’s so quick and easy to be like,
‘leave him, leave him’. It’s so much harder to stay and have
the whole public think you’re an idiot for staying.”

Tension is running high in the
Kardashian family because of the
celebrity couple. What are some
tactful ways of telling a loved one
you don’t like their S.O.?
Cupid’s Advice:

It’s not easy to tell your loved one that their significant
other is a lousy person, especially when they aren’t ready to
listen to you. What are some ways you can tell them how you
feel without the family drama?
1. Sit them down for tea or coffee: Don’t let them know what
you think about their S.O. publicly. Invite them over for a
private conversation. Your loved one might not be willing to
hear what you have to say about their spouse, but a private
conversation in the living room will be more effective than a
status post on Facebook about how much you hate the person
your loved one is dating.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Khloe Kardashian & Tristan
Thompson Are ‘Actively Trying’ for Baby No. 2
2. Let them know you realize they might not be ready to hear
it: Don’t name call and most certainly do not yell. Let them
vent about the situation if they need to their feelings off of
their chest. Having a conversation about your concerns over
the person your loved one is dating with a level head and in a
respectful manner will get your point heard faster than a
petty back-and-forth through text messages.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kim Kardashian Is Worried Kanye
West Is Becoming ‘Unhinged’
3. Don’t take sides when other family members are clearly
opposed: Let your loved one know that you support them no
matter what they decide to do. Knowing you respect their
decision at the end of the day will open them up to the
possibility of listening to your opinion.
What are some tactful ways you would tell a loved one that you
don’t like their S.O?

Celebrity News: Jessica Alba
Celebrates Cash Warren’s 40th
Birthday with Pajama-Themed
Birthday

By Mara Miller

In latest celebrity news, Jessica Alba threw a game night
pajama-themed birthday party to commemorate her husband Cash
Warren’s 40th birthday party, according to EOnline.com. They
played corn hole, in which Alba got very competitive, and
served Dave’s Hot Chicken and Dylan’s Candy Bar. And of

course, there was cake, along with a marching band. After
guests sang happy birthday to Cash, he gave a speech about his
wife and how lucky he is to have her. They posted cute
pictures of themselves of the event on Instagram.

In Celebrity News, Jessica Alba
threw a pajama-themed party for
husband Cash Warren for his 40th
birthday party. What are some
unique ways to celebrate your
partner’s birthday?
Birthdays are always a reason to celebrate your spouse and to
show them how much you love them. Here are a few ways you can
surprise them for their birthday:
1. Make him feel loved: Make him breakfast in bed or leave him
a little love note to find in his truck or car that says
“Happy birthday!” Let him know that you’re thinking about him
and give him something to look forward to later if he couldn’t
get the day off for his birthday.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Carey Hart Pays Tribute to Wife
Pink at 13th Anniversary
2. Throw a themed party: Does he love Star Wars? Final
Fantasy? World of Warcraft? Marvel Comics? Pick a theme,
invite over a few friends with their computers, and have a
lightsaber fight or a video game night.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Pete Davidson Says Ariana Grande
Is ‘My Favorite Person That Ever Existed’ on Her 25th Birthday
3. Dinner Night: If he isn’t the type of guy who likes a
surprise party, home dinner kit companies like Home Chef or

Blue Apron frequently have sales just for signing up for the
first time, like $20 dollars off your first three boxes. Some
of them have started offering their kits in select grocery
stores. This way, if you don’t feel like going out to eat, you
can still have the same experience at home with delicious
food. It’s a lot of fun to cook together, too!
What are some unique ways you’ve celebrated your partner’s
birthday? Comment below!

Royal Celebrity News: Prince
Harry Feels ‘Responsible’ for
Meghan
Markle
‘Being
So
Miserable’

By Lauren Burczyk
In royal celebrity news, Prince Harry feels responsible for
all of the public backlash that Meghan Markle is dealing with.
According to UsMagazine.com, the 34-year-old prince takes any
attack on Duchess Meghan very personally. An insider revealed
that “Marrying into the royal family isn’t anywhere near as
glamorous as it seems, so in a lot of ways Harry feels
responsible for Meghan being so miserable.” Since their
engagement and royal celebrity wedding, the Duchess of Sussex
has been the subject of a series of negative stories in the
media. The latest media story to break involves a feud between
her and Duchess Kate. The source says that Prince Harry has
wanted to publicly address the false rumors and defend Meghan,
but has been advised not to.

In royal celebrity news, Prince
Harry is trying to help his wife

through a tough time with the media
and her family. What are some ways
to support your partner through a
tough time?
Cupid’s Advice:
When your partner’s going through a difficult time, it’s
important to be supportive and caring. It can be tough to
determine exactly what they need from you. Cupid has some ways
for you to help support your partner:
1. Be a good listener: When your partner’s stressed, they need
to have someone they can express their frustration to. Be that
person for them and validate their feelings.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Prince Harry & Meghan Markle
Enjoy ‘Hamilton’ Date Night
2. Do things for them that makes their life easier: Whether
it’s taking out the garbage or picking the kids up from
school, take over one of their chores to give them a little
bit of a break.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Royal Drama Has ‘Put Pressure’
on Prince Harry & Meghan Markle’s Relationship
3. Take care of yourself: To be strong for your partner, you
have to take care of yourself and not let your partner’s
stress levels affect your own.
What are some ways that you supported your partner through a
tough time? Let us know! Comment below.

Celebrity News: Carey Hart
Pays Tribute to Wife Pink at
13th Anniversary

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, Carey Hart paid tribute to his wife, Pink,
on their 13th wedding anniversary. According to
UsMagazine.com, Hart, 43, posted a photo of himself and Pink,
39, on Instagram with the caption, “Who would have thought two
misfits like us could pull it off!!! I’m very grateful for
you, baby.” The celebrity couple has had their share of ups
and downs, including a split two years into their marriage,

but has managed to keep their celebrity relationship strong
after being together for 17 years.

In celebrity news, Carey Hart
posted a sweet note for Pink on
their 13th wedding anniversary.
What are some ways to make your
partner feel special on your
anniversary?
Cupid’s Advice:
Anniversaries are away to celebrate what you have together as
a couple, and it’s important to make your partner feel special
on that special day each year. Cupid has some advice:
1. Write a love letter: Handwriting a love letter the
traditional way, with a pen and paper, is a romantic way to
let your partner know just how much you care about them.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Pink & Carey Hart Are
‘Solid’ After Two Breaks from Their Marriage
2. Create a playlist for your partner: A great way to make
your partner feel special on your anniversary is to create a
Spotify playlist for them with songs that describe the way you
feel about them.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Katie Holmes Kisses Jamie
Foxx on Yacht in Miami
3. Prepare a candle-lit dinner: Arranging for a romantic
night, with just the two of you, where you cook their favorite
meal, light some candles, and remove yourselves from all
distractions will really make them feel special on your

anniversary.
What are some ways that you have made your partner feel
special on your anniversary? Comment below.

New
‘Bachelor’
Celebrity
Couple? Jason Tartick and
Kaitlyn Bristowe Are Going On
a Date

By Lauren Burczyk

In latest celebrity news, there may be a new Bachelor Nation
couple to cheer on. According to Usmagazine.com, reality TV
stars Jason Tartick and Kaitlyn Bristowe are going on their
first date. This celebrity news comes after Tartick, 30, told
Entertainment Tonight that he recently taped an episode of
Bristowe’s podcast Off The Vine before asking out the former
Bachelorette. Bristowe, 33, accepted Tartick’s invitation and
now anxious fans will be able to listen to that exchange on an
episode of Off The Vine.

There
may
be
a
new
Bachelor celebrity couple in town
soon! What are some ways to get
over your nerves to ask someone
out?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s never easy to muster up the courage to ask someone out,
but Cupid has some tips:
1. Take some time to relax: Before jumping right into asking
someone out, take some time for yourself and relax. Do
something that you enjoy to calm your nerves such as going for
a jog, reading a book, or listening to some music.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Shawn Booth Breaks Silence
on ‘Painful’ Split from Kaitlyn Bristowe
2. Practice: We all know that practice makes perfect, so it’s
important to practice what you’re going to say and how you’re
going to say it before actually asking for a date. Practicing
will give you the confidence boost you need to get over your
nerves and ask someone out.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘The Bachelorette’ Star Kaitlyn

Bristowe Says She & Shawn Booth Are ‘Going Backwards’ with
Wedding Planning
3. Avoid the fear of being rejected: The more you think about
the negative consequences, the more worried you will become
and the less likely you are to ask for a date. So, try not to
think about getting rejected and think as if you’re going to
get the answer that you’re hoping for.
What are some ways that you’ve gotten over your nerves and
asked someone out? We would love to hear from you! Please
comment below.

New Celebrity Couple: Jim
Carrey
Is
Dating
Ginger
Gonzaga

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, it has just been revealed that actor Jim
Carrey is dating his Kidding costar Ginger Gonzaga. According
to UsMagazine.com, the new celebrity couple made their red
carpet debut on Saturday, January 5 at the 2019 Showtime
Golden Globes Nominees Celebration in West Hollywood. The
Hollywood couple held hands and beamed during the event,
overjoyed to finally make their relationship official. The Ted
actress confirmed the new celebrity couple’s connection with a
photo of herself and Carrey on Instagram, bearing the caption,
“Most partial to this talented nominee. #goldenglobes.”

In celebrity couple news, Jim
Carrey has a new girlfriend, and
made it red carpet official! How do
you know when to introduce your new

partner to co-workers?
Cupid’s Advice:
It can be tricky to decide when to introduce your new partner
to your co-workers. It is important to find the perfect time
to have your significant other meet your peers. Cupid has some
recommendations:
1. Make sure your significant other is comfortable with the
idea: When trying to find the right time to have your new
partner meet your coworkers, it is best to wait until you are
both ready to make the relationship official.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Demi Lovato Caught Kissing
Henry Levy During Dinner Date
2. Save your big reveal for a special event: Just like The
Kidding stars decided to make the Golden Globe Nominees
Celebration their official red carpet debut, you may want to
disclose your new relationship at a special work event such as
a Christmas party or summer picnic.
Related Link: Jim Carrey Professes Adoration for Emma Stone in
a Video
3. Give it some time: There is no reason to rush into
introducing your new partner to your coworkers. It is best to
wait until your relationship has progressed and you are
confident that this is something special that will last.
How did you know when to introduce your new partner to your
co-workers? Let us know! Comment below.

